
Beretta 20g SL3 Deep Scroll Over/Under
Serial Number SL0328B

$22000.00$22000.00

DDESCRIPTIONESCRIPTION

Beretta 20g SL3 Deep Scroll Over-and-Under Shotgun based on a new action design by Beretta of machine made parts that are

hand t and nished. This is a trigger-plate action with sideplates on in a dedicated 20g scaled frame. The action uses the same low

pro le design as the Boss & Co. and Woodward patents with bifurcated barrel lumps and hinge stubs, or trunnions, on the action

walls. Beretta SL3 also has mid-breech locking pins and a pair of passive lower locking lugs as well as Beretta's signature

interlocking shoulders on the barrels and receiver. Moreover, the main bolt locking shoulders, hinge-stubs and lower locking lugs

are replaceable. 

The sideplates and action body are engraved in a deep cut, deluxe bold scroll pattern which is laser cut. The engraving is signed by

the creator of the engraving pattern. Nuovo Casello.

The gun has a new, highly gured walnut stock by Cole's gunsmithing featuring a straight hand grip and a 14 5/8" LOP over a

checkered butt. The stock has both a straight, bold gure and " ddle-back" or vertical stripes making for a very eye-catching piece

of wood. The gun retains the factory low pro le forend. 

The 30" mono-bloc barrels have 3" chambers and are safe for steel shot. The barrels have solid side ribs, a vented top rib, and a

complete set of Beretta Mobil Chokes. 

Gun remains in as new condition and is complete with both Beretta cases, a standard plastic case and a lightweight blue cloth case

with leather appointments. 

SSPECIFICATIONPECIFICATION

LocationLocation US

MakeMake Beretta

Calibre/GaugeCalibre/Gauge 20g

ActionAction Trigger Plate

TriggersTriggers 1

EjectorsEjectors Yes

Barrel LengthBarrel Length 30"

RibRib Ventilated

ChamberChamber 3"

Choke RightChoke Right Multi

Choke LeftChoke Left Multi

StockStock Straight

LOPLOP 14 5/8"

WeightWeight 6lbs 8.5oz

CaseCase Blue Beretta ABS case

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 


